CoSo Global Sync
Custom synchronization across your global deployment of Adobe Connect

The only multi-region solution for efficient, distributed, consistent Connect experiences

Leverage your investments in course templates, custom branding, and content creation by synchronizing these assets across your deployments

- Chose how assets are distribute, from single direction to bi-directional
- Improve user experience with rapid, local access to content
- Standardize meeting and virtual classroom tools and content using dynamically synchronized room templates
- Set permissions on distributed assets to manage global deployments with ease
- Change templates and content once, and allow Global Sync to roll out those changes to ensure global consistency
- Amplify the value of captured resources by distributing recordings to a global audience

What Can be Synchronized
- Room Templates
- Meetings
- Library of Content
- Folders
- Recordings
- Users
- Settings

PUSH MASTER ASSETS
Define master content sets and ensure they are pushed to global satellite locations to ensure consistency
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MULTI-DIRECTIONAL GLOBAL SYNC
Selectively synchronize content from multiple master sources, where regional locales own the latest version
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ABOUT COSO CLOUD
CoSo Cloud is a global company based in Oakland, CA with office locations in San Diego, CA and the Washington DC metro area. CoSo provides a secure private cloud platform with customized managed and professional services to distributed businesses and government agencies engaged in high-consequence virtual training and communication of mission-critical information in real-time. CoSo also offers software applications and professional services to customize the virtual engagement environment for customer specific use cases when requirements demand more than a virtual meeting. CoSo is an authorized Adobe Connect® Gold partner and a leading eLearning services provider.

www.CoSoCloud.com | sales@cosocloud.com | 888-938-5687